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The Bjorling Wedding
Anders Bjorling and Judie Ziemke Marry

I
~

n the impressive surroundings of Christ Chapel on the campus of Gustavus
Adolphus College in St. Peter, Minnesota, the wedding of Anders Bjorling and
Judie Ziemke took place on May 17th, 2014. They were surrounded by family
and some close friends, including Lars Bjorling and Stig Westman, who traveled
from Sweden for the occasion. Mr. Westman and Anders have known each other
since they were ten years old.
We see the couple in a photo taken during the ceremony, listening to Lars
Bjorling singing Evert Taube's "Sa skimrande var aldrig havet:' which brought tears
to everybody's eyes; in Anders words, "a beautiful moment:'
A reception followed at their home in St. Peter. It was a gorgeous Minnesota
day (unlike much of the stormy weather earlier in May), so everyone was able to be
outside and enjoy the comfort and splendor of their backyard, including Anders'
daughters, Lisa, Susie and Jennifer (at left).
The couple honeymooned in Athens, Santorini and Istanbul, enjoying the
history, architecture, sculpture, mosaics and frescos dating back as far as 1600 BC.
They returned home on June 11th.

Our congratulations to the newlyweds!

President's Notes
Dear Colleagues,
Have you seen our Facebook page recently?
If not, read on ....
The Facebook page for the Jussi
Bjorling Society-USA is our greatest
potential tool to spread the word about our
tenor. Please look at it anew:
https:l/www.facebook.com/pages!JussiBjorling-Society-USN29715116469
David and Vivienne Hill have
accepted the opportunity from the Board
of Directors to become our official Facebook programmers.
Paul Galbraith also has been assisting in recent months,
with valuable postings. What a difference they are making!
Now that we have new content being posted on a
regular basis, we have a need from each ofyou. Please go to
our Facebook page regularly (as in "often") and "like" the
page. Then "like" or "share" specific entries on your own
Facebook page. This will quickly extend the message about
both our Facebook page, and our favorite subject of}ussi
Bjorling.
Many people today who have great enthusiasm for
opera and opera singers, may not know the name of Jussi
Bjorling. Facebook is among the most logical resources
available to us to newly reveal what we already know about
Jussi Bjorling.
So I urge you to become involved in our effort. Be
demonstrative with your passion. Even open a personal
Facebook account if you don't have one, and let's have
a rollicking good time extending the reach of the Jussi
Bjorling Society-USA!
Opportunities continue! We seek a member to keep
our stock of books, CDs, DVDs, etc. This person(s) also
would be responsible for mailing out orders to other Society
members. If you are the one to assist the Board and the
members of the JBS-USA as our Fulfillment Specialist,
please step forward. We're anxious to hear from you (see
email address below).
And finally, salutations and appreciation to Tom Hines,
Sue Flaster, and Dan Shea for alerting information for this
Newsletter.
We hope you are inspired with what you read. Perhaps
you have your own Jussi experience you would like to share?
Please write and send it to me at codyite@gmail.com.
Walter B. Rudolph, President
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What Caruso Would Have Thought
by Lee Alperin

Jussi Bjorling in Caruso's Canio costume with Dorothy Caruso

t is not likely interest in the voice of}ussi Bjorling will ever draw
to a close. One reason is there will always be another generation
on the horizon to discover him after the previous one has had its
turn. Those in the latter group include many who had actually heard
the tenor in person. The new generation, of
course, will not have had the opportunity.
With this in mind, one other group should be
included among those never having had the
chance to hear him. Its time ended prior to
Jussi's emergence on the opera stage.
So what of this throw-back generation?
Why should anyone care what it thinks? Its
day has passed. Singers change. Styles change.
Still it should be remembered in that generaLee Alperin
tion Verdi and Puccini were able to exercise
their authority over the way their works
should be performed. Caruso knew Puccini, and his views would have
been significant for singers of our day.
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At least semi-officially the baton
had already been passed from Caruso to
Bji:irling. On a We the People TV broadcast,
February 16, 1951, Mrs. Dorothy Caruso,
widow of the tenor, presented Bjorling
with her late husband's Canio (I pagliacci)
costume and remarked, "You have the old
Italian school of singing. You're the only
one worthy to wear his mantle, bear Rico's
crown:• (Anna-Lisa Bjorling and Andrew
Farkas, Jussi, Amadeus Press, 1996, p. 196)
Generally one doesn't come across
much outright criticism of Bjorling's voice
or of its regal standing in the field of opera
performance. There have been isolated mutterings from the Italian verismo set that the
Bjorling sound was not Italian enough. Of
course when dealing with subjective matters in the arts, especially with an ultra-select group like tenors, there are no rules. All
views are hatched in the ear. Nevertheless,
even if the attributes of opera singers cannot be determined by the scientific method,
some judgments may be considered more
authoritative than others. Among the socalled experts it might not be amiss to bring
Arturo Toscanini in on the discussion. If
anyone had, it was he who presided almost
single-handedly over the world of Italian
opera from the late nineteenth century
through much of the twentieth.
Toscanini found nothing about the
Bjorling sound that could be alien or unnatural to the quality expected in Italian opera.
In conve~sation with Metropolitan Opera
baritone Giuseppe Valdengo, Toscanini remarked of Bji:irling, "What a beautiful voice
and what fine singing, all on the breath, a
perfect technique ... and his diction is very
good too:' Toscanini continued, "Tucker has
a fine voice ... and perhaps is a little more
dramatic .. . but Bji:irling's voice has a more
Italian color!" (Jussi, p. 247)
Few people would question Toscanini's
authority to comment on a singer's "Italian
color:' His views ought to settle other miscellaneous carpings. Having Toscanini on
Bjorling's side should be credentials enough
for anyone. During Toscanini's 1954 season
with the NBC Symphony he chose to present A Masked Ball. He was aware it would

Arturo Toscanini's autographed
photo to Jussi Bjorling

be the last opera he would conduct. He
literally begged NBC (though Samuel
Chotzinoff) to obtain Bjorling for the
role of Riccardo. (Samuel Chotzinoff,
Toscanini: An Intimate Portrait. Knopf.
1956, p.138; also Jussi, pp. 247-248).
It would be interesting to take
a step further and ask what Caruso
himself should have thought of
Jussi's voice. It may well be impossible to elicit his opinion directly
but not impossible indirectly.
It has long been known Caruso
found his position as the "world's greatest
tenor" difficult. His most pressing problem
was to feel paralyzed by nerves before an appearance and fear himself unable to utter a
sound. He was also a superstitious man who
would refuse to sing if on the day of his performance someone gave him the "evil eye:'
Nevertheless, he was generous to colleagues
even though he viewed himself as a victim
to the claques of rivals. During his career
the person with whom he had the greatest
rapport artistically and felt to be a kindred
spirit was the premiere Verdi soprano of
her day, Rosa Ponselle. Ponselle claimed
to "possess the same musical instincts that
he (Caruso) had. (Rosa Ponselle and James
Drake: Ponselle: A Singers Life, Doubleday &
Company, Inc., 1982, p. 67.) Thus her view
of Bji:irling could stand not only for what Caruso would have thought, but also for what
the opera community of her day would.
Phonograph records preserve for
future generations the flawless vocalism ofJussi Bjiirling, who remains
a major influence on todays tenors.
Bjiirling was still in his twenties
when he made his Metropolitan debut as Rodolfo in La boheme. I first
heard ofhim through my longtime
friend Milton Cross, who had introduced him to the American radio
public in 1937. In Baltimore after
the war, I saw his Rodolfo, with Licia
Albanese a_n ideal Mimi. Among all

the tenors ofhis day, at least for the
sheer perfection ofhis singing, he
had first claim to the company ofthe
great tenors of my time. He combined the best of their assets in his
singing and boasted one of the most
perfectly produced voices ever heard.
It was shimmering and silvery, but
when used fortissimo it rang out
like a finely cast bell. Had he been a
more inspiring performer on-stage,
he might've been compared with
Caruso. Yet his good taste was so apparent that one overlooked his rather
workman-like characterizations.
(Ponselle A Singers Life, p. 198)
For Ponselle to claim that Bjorling was
the singer best able to have "first claim to the
company of the great tenors of my time" is
a compliment of the highest order. Though
the words were Ponselle's, it was also Caruso
speaking here. Bjorling, had he lived to read
them, would have understood that.
As has long been known, Bjorling fans
emanate not only from the listening public
but from those who have chosen to follow
in his stead upon the opera stage. Thus Ponselle gave Bjorling an indirect compliment
by describing the effect his singing has had
on some of the premiere tenors of the day
like Placido Domingo and Luciano Pavarotti. Writing of Domingo, she expressed
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A Jussi-Inspired Poem
rancis Charles Webb-Wagg (1925-1973) was an Australian poet who published
under the name Francis Webb. Diagnosed as suffering from schizophrenia, he
spent most of his adult life in and out of psychiatric hospitals. His output was
prolific and his work has often been published in anthologies.
Francis Webb was born in Adelaide, South Australia. His father was a musician and Director of the North Sydney Academy of Music before moving to Adelaide where he became
the owner of a piano importing business. Webb entered Sydney University on a full scholarship, but left within the first year. From 1943-45
he served in the Royal Australian Air Force, moving to Canada in 1946.
His first published poems came in 1948, and then he was off to England
where he was first admitted to a mental asylum. He continued to write,
alternating his time between Australia and England. Francis Webb died
on 27 November 1973 in Sydney's Rydalmere Psychiatric Hospital.
Sir Herbert Read (the leading British critic in his day) compared
Webb's work with that ofBoris Pasternak, Rainer Maria Rilke and T. S.
Eliot. He considered Webb "one of the greatest poets of our time, and
one of the most unjustly neglected poets of the centurY:'
Francis Webb
Here is his poem in memory of Jussi Bji:irling.

F

the view that "he was an excellent musician .
.. and had a ringing middle and upper voice
that often reminded one of Jussi Bjorling's:•
It did, though, come as a bit of a surprise
when Ponselle wrote that Pavarotti's voice at
the beginning of his career had a "sparkling
silvery timbre ... reminiscent ofBjorling's:' Ponselle explains that "Pavarotti was
inspired both by Jussi Bjorling and Giuseppe
di Stefano. He wanted to strive for Bjorling's
flawless vocalism and style and di Stefano's
ability to communicate with an audience:•
(Ponselle: A Singer's Life, p.198)
Ponselle ended her comments about
Bji:irling with the following. "Though his life,
like Caruso's, was much too brief, he kept his
magnificent voice and technique till the very
end:' (Ponselle: A Singer's Life, p.198).
Life is always too short. (Ars longa, Vita
brevis). Still, even if it should be that the
lives of the artistically blessed are sometimes the briefest, they are still the best
remembered.

***
Lee Alperin (FinnLee@verizon.net) is a
retired NYC high school English teacher
who writes articles on Education issues,
Finnish history, and classical music. His
article on Arturo Toscanini, Maestro
Furioso, can be found on the JBS-USA
website at http://www.jussibjorli11gsociety.
org!maestro-furioso.html.
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Nessun Dorma by Francis Webb
(In memory ofJussi Bjorling)
Past six o'clock. I have prayed. No one is sleeping.
I have wandered past the old maternity home's
Red stone fermented by centuries; and there comes
New light, new light; and the cries of the rooks sweeping
To their great nests are guerilla light in a fusion
- Murmurs, echoes, plainsong; and the night
Will be all an abyss and depth of light between
Two shorelines in labour: birth and death. 0 passion
(One light in the hospital window) of quickening light,
0 foetus quaking towards light, sound the gaunt green,
Trawl Norfolk, and make shiver the window-blind,
Harass nebulae for Bji:irling. Find him, find.
And now the bar, the feeble light, glissade
Of tables and glasses, and the mantel-set
Intoning his death. Broad tender sunlights fret
Our twilight, his remembered voice has laid
Cock-crow and noon upon harrowed palms of the sill.
0 broad light and tender, lucent aria,
Lacerate my paling cheeklines with the steep
Bequest oflight and tears, flood me until
The man is the dawning child; be anathema
To man-made darkness. No one, no one shall sleep
Till the cry of the infant emergent, lame and white,
Is the cry of a soul gone towering towards the Light.
- from Collected Poems by Francis Webb, edited and introduced by Toby Davidson

"Voice of Firestone" Kinescope Unaccounted
For After Death of Shirley Tinder Firestone
by Kendall Svengalis

ne of the most coveted, yet elusive,
audio-visual documents ofJussi
Bjorling's vocal artistry has disappeared following the death of Mrs. Shirley
Firestone, wife of the late Russell Firestone
Jr. (December 19, 2013, in Lexington, KY).
Unlike the other three kinescopes ofJussi's
Voice ofFirestone appearances (March 6,
1950; November 20, 1950; November 19,
1951), which have been transferred to DVD
and appear on YouTube, the March 10,
1952 program never
made it to the New
England Conservatory's Idabelle
Firestone Library
following the program's cancellation
in 1963. Thus, it was
unavailable to Video
Artists International
and Kultur for commercial release.
The Voice of
Firestone radio
Kendall Svengalis
program was first
broadcast on NBC
radio on l)ecember 3, 1928. When it first
appeared on television on September 5,
1949, NBC simulcast the show on radio and
TV, one of the first programs to use that
technology. The show was aired on radio
until 1956, and remained on television until
1963. While prestigious, and possessed of
a dedicated following, the program never
garnered more than about 3 million listeners in an era when successful programs
were capable of garnering as many as half
the viewers available in a given time slot.
Low viewership (in mass market terms) led
to the program's permanent cancellation in
May, 1963. With its 35 year run, the show
holds the distinction of being the most successful broadcast of its kind.

0

The original impetus for the program
was the wife of Harvey Firestone (18681938), Idabelle Smith Firestone (18741954), herself a composer. Idabelle
married Harvey in 1895, and later tapped
her husband's millions and corporate
advertising interests to sponsor a classical
music program that promoted both great
vocal artistry and the Firestone Tire and
Rubber Company. The Voice ofFirestone
also showcased two ofldabelle's own
compositions which became the program's
oft-remembered opening and closing theme
songs: If I Could Tell You (1940) and In My
Garden (1929). The program served as a
vehicle for many of the great vocal artists of
the period, including Bidu Sayao, Richard
Crooks, Rise Stevens, Eleanor Steber, Igor
Gorin, Thomas L. Thomas, Nadine Connor,
Eugene Conley, Dorothy Warenskjold,
Roberta Peters, Robert Merrill, and Jussi
Bjorling. It was tenor Richard Crooks, the
longtime host of the radio broadcasts (1928
to 1945), who recommended Jussi to the
Voice ofFirestone in 1945 when health
problems forced his own retirement
from the program. Jussi's first radio
appearance took place on Nov. 19, 1945.
In 1969, the Firestone Tire and
Rubber Company generously donated
the Voice ofFirestone collection of
records, films and tapes to the New
England Conservatory. The Idabelle
Firestone Audio Library, which was a
gift of the Firestone Tire and Rubber
Company, the Firestone Foundation,
and the late Harvey S. Firestone Jr.
(1898-1973), was built to house the
Voice ofFirestone collection and
to provide listening and viewing
facilities for the Conservatory's students. Harvey's grandson Russell,
Jr. ( 1926-2003), who must have
had an appreciat_io11 of its unique

value, retained possession of the March 1O,
1952 Bjorling kinescope and kept it at his
Lexington, KY home where it was periodically shown to guests on a 16mm sound
projector.
One of those guests was Dr. Joseph
Carozza, a New York City physician who
also maintained a residence in Lexington,
KY and, like Russell Firestone, raised horses. On May 1, 1997, I had the opportunity
to meet Dr. Carozza. It was on the occasion
of the presentation of the biography Jussi
by Anna-Lisa Bjiirling and Andrew Farkas
at the Swedish Consul General's residence
on Park Avenue. During the question and
answer period, I asked Andrew if he had
any knowledge of the missing kinescope of
the March 10, 1952 broadcast. While he did
not, Dr. Carozza, who was sitting in front of
me, and next to Licia Albanese, approached
me at the conclusion of the program and
explained that he had seen the kinescope
in the home of Russell Firestone, Jr., in
Lexington, KY. After several unsuccessful
attempts to contact Russell Firestone, I let
the matter rest.
Several years later, I made contact with
Russell's son, Russell Firestone III, who was
living in Washington, DC and working as a
sports and racing publicist. He informed me
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that his father had just died in Dallas, Texas,
to which he and his fourth wife, the former
Shirley Tinder, had moved. He promised to
search his father's effects for the kinescope,
but the response was negative.
Then, in June, 2011, I made another attempt to locate the program by contracting
Russell's widow, Shirley, prompted by the
upcoming centennial celebration in Sweden. I received no response prior to leaving
for Sweden in late August of that year. A
month after returning, however, I received
a phone call from a Mr. James Clayton, of
Dallas. Mr. Clayton, who lived in the same
apartment complex as Mrs. Firestone, was
delegated by her to make contact with me.
He explained that she had been hospitalized
at the time of my letter and was unable to
respond. He reported, however, that he had
located the kinescopes in a humidor kept in
Mrs. Firestone's apartment, and indicated
that the labels attached to each of the two
15-rninute 16mm reels confirmed that they
contained the musical selections in question
(Nessun dorma, !.:alba separa dalla luce
/'ombra, etc.). I subsequently reported these
findings to the JBS-USA board during our
fall telephone conference call.
My next step was to convince Mrs. Firestone, via Mr. Clayton, to allow him to have
the reels copied at a local video lab in Dallas,
with which I had made arrangements.
These efforts proved unsuccessful, however,
probably because Mrs. Firestone held out
for some·sort of monetary compensation
beyond the $500.00 I initially offered her.
What I did not comprehend at the time was
that Mrs. Firestone was suffering from the
early stages of dementia, a condition which
progressively worsened over the succeeding
two years. In the meantime, Mrs. Firestone
moved back to Lexington, to The Lafayette,
an exclusive senior living complex.
When I learned of her relocation, I
wrote, again, and suggested that my wife,
Ellen, and I would be in the Lexington area
and would like to pay her a visit. When we
arrived, we were greeted by Mrs. Firestone
and her caregiver, Heather, whose uncle was
Mrs. Firestone's lawyer. Heather explained
that she and her uncle had read my letters
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and were in agreement that giving us the
kinescopes was the proper thing to do. I had
explained that, after having them copied for
our Society's purposes, the originals would
be turned over to the New England Conservatory where they rightfully belonged.
It was clear that Mrs. Firestone had little
cognizance of our discussions.
Our hearts quickened when Heather
brought out a humidor for our inspection.
Unfortunately, although it contained, inexplicably, a half dozen 8mm films of other
Firestone broadcasts in cardboard containers, the I6mm kinescopes of the March l 0,
1952 program were not among them. Before
we left, Heather promised to search Mrs.
Firestone's storage locker (which contained
an estimated 300 boxes) and look for
them. We offered to increase our monetary
payment (unspecified) and compensate
Heather for her efforts. Since we would be
in Bloomington, Indiana on a research trip,
we offered to return lo Lexington and pick
up the kinescopes, if found. We did not hear
from Heather, however.
Learning from Dan Shea in January,
2014 that Mrs. Firestone had died, I, again,
made contact with Heather. She indicated
that the search of Mrs. Firestone's effects
had proven unsuccessful, but that she would
transfer the contents of the humidor to the
New England Conservatory.
In preparation for this report, I spoke,
again, to James Clayton in Dallas. He
confirmed for me that the kinescopes were,
indeed, on 16mm reels and in a humidor.
He also confirmed his initial report that the
songs listed in my June 2011 letter were the
same as those on the labels attached to the
reels. He also intimated, however, that Mrs.
Firestone may have been the victim of one
or more caregivers while she was in Dallas
who may have absconded with items of her
property. While it is unlikely that one of
them would have appreciated the significance of the two kinescope reels, apart from
the other reels, nothing else can explain
their disappearance from the humidor, of
which Mr. Clayton indicated there was only
one. Mrs. Firestone's heirs, a sister and two
nieces, none of~:l.om are Firestone family
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members, told Heather to dispose of much
of her property, save obviously valuable art
works, etc. They had no interest in the 8mm
films, which Heather promised to ship to
the New England Conservatory.
Will the March 10, 1952 kinescopes
ever resurface? One can only speculate
that the person who removed them from
Mrs. Firestone's apartment- if that's what
happened- might have some sense of their
possible value and attempt to sell them, or
put them on eBay. We do know that they
were in her apartment in Dallas in the fall of
2011, and disappeared sometime between
that time and her death in December, 2013.
Having expended considerable time and
effort on their recovery, I can only hope that
they will resurface and be made available to
subsequent generations as a living record of
Jussi's supreme artistry.

Kendall Svengalis has served as JBS-USA
Vice-President since 2002. He is the retired
RI State Law Librarian, and is currently
president ofNew England LawPress/
Dune/and Press. A Bjorlingfan since
his teens, he is the author of the Legal
Information Buyer's Guide & Reference
Manual, now in its I8th edition, and
Gary, Indiana: A Centennial Celebration .
He recently published Conspiracy on the
Housatonic, an illustrated SAT vocabularybuilding novel set in 1942 Stratford, CT
which is loosely based on his wife, Ellen, and
the Swedish-American community in which
she grew up. Not surprisingly, Jussi is woven
into the storyline.

Editor's note: The audio for this program
is available at http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=vrdx6QpH0GA, thanks to Britain's
Danny Sharples, whose YouTube moniker is
TauberfanLehar2, but who's as much a Jussi
fan as a Tauberite. Additionally, thanks to
a gift from the UK's Professor Tim Lockley,
JBS-USA has the JB material from this
broadcast in prime sound. It was a very
good night for Jussi; the "Nessun dorma" is
one of his best.

Singer-Sized?
o doubt many of you saw and followed the recent brouhaha about
a particular singer's shape-a
subject that has surfaced several times in
recent years. From The New York Times
(May 24, 2014) article entitled What Matters: Singer's Shape, or her Sound? there
was an interesting conversation between
Anthony Tommasini, Corinna da FonsecaWollheim, and Michael Cooper, about a
recent review of Glyndebourne's new Der
Rosenkavalier. Mr. Tommasini included
the following as part of his comments:
I recently watched again a video
ofa live television performance from
the 1950'sfeaturing Renata Tebaldi and
Jussi Bjorling in the last part ofAct I of
Puccini's La boheme. Tebaldi looks like
an attractive, middle-aged, welljed Italian
lady. Bjorling, a little stocky, looks like a
Stockholm banker. But wow, when they
start to sing, they are the essence ofyouthful
desire, longing and passion. Love atfirst
sight has never seemed so possible. And it's
not just that the singing is amazing. The
dramatic element of the scene is completely
convincing. What are Rodolfo and Mimi
supposed to look like, anyway? They don't
have to be conventionally attractive. They
just have to convey attraction to each other.
It reminded me, too, of a frequent
comment by the late Giorgio Tozzi.
He would ask, "what's the difference
between opera and any other art form?
The singing!"
- Walter B. Rudolph

N

Ben Heppner, Society Honorary Advisor,
Retires from Singing
en Heppner, the leading Wagnerian tenor
of his generation, announced April 24,
2014 that he is retiring from singing.
"After much consideration, I've decided the time
has come for a new era in my life;' Mr. Heppner,
58, said in a statement. 'Tm setting aside my
career as an opera and concert singer:'
Mr. Heppner, a Canadian, rose to fame
singing some of the most difficult roles in the
repertory, and was especially prized for his
Wagner. When he and Jane Eaglen sang in
Wagner's Tristan and Isolde at the Metropolitan Opera in 1999, Bernard Holland wrote in
The New York Times: "Opera has found its new
Tristan and Isolde, and I wonder if we have ever
had better ones:'
Mr. Heppner recently became a host of
CBC Radio's Saturday Afternoon at the Opera
and Backstage With Ben Heppner, and he said
that he looked forward to seeing what else the
future might have in store.
I wish to thank the countless people who inspired me, supported me and encouraged me
to embark on a f antastic journey over the past 35 years, he said in his farewell statement. A
million thanks to those who hired me. Most importantly, I want to thank everyone who ever
bought a ticket.
Alexander Neef, general director of the Canadian Opera Company, which recently
featured Heppner as Tristan and Peter Grimes, offered these words; "[With Heppner's
retirement], we lose one of the most generous performers: someone who has just given all
of himself in a performance and that is really something that has grabbed our audience, like
very few singers can:' (Michael Cooper, New York Times, and CBC News, April 24, 2014)
The JBS-USA is honored to have Mr. Heppner as one of its Honorary Advisors.

B

A High School Rivalry
JBS-USA member, Charlie Layrison recently shared this memory of a high school rivalry.
He attended Warren Easton High School in New Orleans from 1942-46 where: There were
two factions-the Bjorling side and the Gigli side. We on the Jussi side always drove the Gigli
guys crazy by telling them that we were leaving them to go home to have a 'Bjorling adoration hour.'
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JUSSI BJQRLING SOCIETY
333 7 Conservancy Lane
Middleton WI 53562 USA

Membership Note
We urge all to plan their
contribution to be paid by the
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Note the membership form inside.
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mayr emit paymeqt via PayPal [payments
• Credit Ca:tds accepted i>n the website [http://juss ·
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• C'cks are':,f lso acceptabl{
• May\ we su:gg~st that you cQOsider a Lifi
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e included on the list
'lbe purpose of the list is
purposes. If you wish to be 1
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I hereby opt in to the distribu

Renewals due beginning ofeach calenda

CDs Order Form Jussi Bjorling Society
Our latest Bjorling CDs availal>,,l~ ~ and perfect foJ".-gifts fo~J;:!!! Bji>rling-appreciative friends (or yourself):
,,.,.,~-,..;-
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Note: Lindqvist's DVD,:~f J~i'!~ "He SarJg ~ith a Te'¥' in~ 'i°icA;:~- ~)iirtt b-'~ ~aphy writ}en for Swedish movie
theaters in 2011, wit?•£riglishsuj>titles_,7aml in' rt~c formJt, 1{ n1>'J SOLI), OUT by'JB~..:._But' n~ available from

commercial purve~ rs like anpiion.~orr,~~nd t arnesand!!_?,~J.~.CQ!l,1:..,.,,_ ·..
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3. f3luebell ABCD 1Q3 ~~CD set, Bjorling as Radames - Alfredo - Rome<f ~ . .,
,Add cost $15 per 2-GD set.
·,
Quantity __"@$t5'.00'each
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1
4 ..· Oak Grove CD of tenor Gosta Bffi~.,.~ e recordingi'it93~i l 957).
·.
'1
· . .. this is a CD to enjoy - Also as foodfd(,i hought aboutne.rifage and training. Voice, musicianship, singing ·
technjque-Gosta •is in many ways S<tii.;il~ to Jussi, but also different.
\
'
The Record Collectpr, December 2012
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Add cost $10
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Pos~e: $5 for ~ .~A aq_dresses, otherwise $10: $
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Yotlr purcha es support the work of this Society.
,
avai"fble in tbe USA by th~/BS-USA. Because ,o f co.·
except throug~ the Society. l-fe appreciate )'J'_Ur additi
fussi B~rling Sofiety - USA . ·,
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Please pay through -
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( to: payments@J~!b.orlin oct
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Checks should be writtent
Dan Shea,
3337 Conservancy Lane,
Middleton WI 53562

w.jussibjorllhgsoc1£_ty.org
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